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Abstract. Agent-based simulations and differential equation models have
been used to analyze distributed solutions to the best-of-N problem. This
paper shows that the best-of-N problem can be also solved using a graph-
based formalism that abstractly represents (a) agents and solutions as
vertices, (b) individual agent states as graph edges, and (c) agent state
dynamics as edge creation (attachment) or deletion (detachment) be-
tween agent and solution. The paper identifies multiple candidate attach-
ment and detachment processes from the literature, and then presents a
comparative study of how well various processes perform on the best-of-N
problem. Results not only identify promising attachment and detachment
processes but also identify model parameters that provide probable con-
vergence to the best solution. Finally, processes are identified that may
be suitable for the best-M-of-N problem.

1 Introduction

Swarms and colonies are important ways to organize bio-inspired agents [3, 38,
18, 44, 41, 20]. Varying Brambilla et al.’s swarm taxonomy [4], spatial swarms
are characterized by persistently colocated agents. Hub-based colonies, by con-
trast, include agents colocated at a hub and spatially distributed agents with few
inter-agent interactions. Hub-based colonies are important because they (a) can
potentially include more agents than swarms [32, ch. 1] and (b) provide dis-
tributed solutions to the best-of-N and best-M-of-N problems [46, 41, 45, 47, 24].

Two approaches are often used to design and analyze hub-based colonies:
agent-based (AB) models and differential equation (DE) models. AB models
typically use state machines to generate agent behavior, which are often used
in empirically oriented experiments to explore how various settings affect colony
behavior [11, 46]. DE models include mean-field models [6, 7], evolutionary mod-
els [44, ch. 4], and certain kinds of probabilistic models [44, ch. 3]. DE models are
often used to find theoretical properties such as stable attractors, bifurcations,
and steady state distributions [34, 28, 26]. Combining AB and DE models can
link micro-level agent behaviors to macro-level swarm phenomena [10].

For spatial swarms, graph-based models have proven useful for evaluating how
group size, communication networks, and misinformation can affect the swarm.
Both theoretical and empirical results can be derived for graph-based models,
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complementing the results provided by differential equation models [40, 31]. In
contrast, graph-based approaches are rarely applied to hub-based colonies.

This paper details a dynamic bipartite graph-based model for a best-of-N
problem. A mathematical formalism is outlined and empirical demonstrations
are provided based on two fundamental processes: the probability that an agent
will “attach” to a site (e.g., assess it, recruit to it) and “detach” from a site
(e.g., return to the hub to rest, be recruited to assess another site). Different at-
tachment and detachment processes are compared, including both homogeneous
and heterogeneous behaviors. The merits and drawbacks of various processes are
discussed and applied to the best-M-of-N problem.

2 Related Literature

A graph-based model of a hub-based colony was proposed in [10]. Unlike [10],
which represented agent states as graph vertices, this paper represents agent
states as graph edges between an agent and various points of interest in the
world. Preliminary work in [19] describes a bipartite graph formalism with nom-
inal “attachment” and “detachment” processes but fails to discuss why the at-
tachment/detachment processes work or how they compare to other processes.

Preferential attachment [2, 36, 35] motivates the degree-based attachment
process proposed below. Bipartite graph models, similar to the one used in this
paper, have been used with preferential attachment to model virus spread [37].
Ant colony optimization with bipartite graphs has also been used for assigning
cells to switches and for reconstructing newspaper articles [42, 16]. Preferential
attachment has been used in bio-inspired applications to model animal decisions
to join or leave a group [44, ch. 2], similar to the processes in the present paper
in which agents cluster in a group around important sites.

A survey of best-of-N problems is presented in [46], and examples of the
problem in dynamic environments are in [33, 39]. Best-of-N problems include
selecting the best candidate for a job [8], selecting the best nest [41], finding the
best foraging site [20], and finding the top nodes in social networks [48, 25].

3 Bipartite Graph Formalism

Best-of-N problems are usually characterized by two entities: agents and solu-
tions. Agents actively explore the world, communicate with other agents, and
participate in distributed decision making. Since many best-of-N solutions cor-
respond to decisions about physical locations, we refer to solutions as sites.

Agents in both agent-based and differential equation models typically adopt
one of several possible states. For example, honeybees finding a new nest can be
in states that explore the world, assess a possible nest site, dance to advertise
a possible nest site, observe other honeybees in the nest, rest, or commit to a
nest site [41, 34, 9]. Similarly, consensus decision in various ant species include
scout, forager, recruiter, and passive states [14, 20, 27]. Transitions between agent
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states depend on what other agents do as well as what is observed in the en-
vironment [14, 20, 41]. Agents, sites, and state transitions can be modeled as a
bipartite graph.

Bipartite Graph Formalism. Let G = (V,E) be the bipartite graph
constructed by partitioning a set of vertices, V , into agent vertices and site
vertices; V = Vagent ∪ Vsite and Vagent ∩ Vsite = ∅. Since G is bipartite, the
edge set consists only of edges connecting an agent vertex to a site vertex,
E = {(a, s)|a ∈ Vagent and s ∈ Vsite}. Without loss of generality, each site is
assigned a quality in the range 0 ≤ qual(s) ≤ 1.

An edge between agent a and site s represents a subset of possible site-
oriented states. For honeybee and ant colonies, site-oriented states include assess,
dance, recruit, pipe, or commit states. An agent without an edge indicates that
the agent is in a site-agnostic state; for honeybee and ant colonies, site-agnostic
states include rest, observe, or explore states. Thus, the presence or absence of
edges between an agent and a site are abstract representations of possible agent
states. Agents in hub-based colonies typically assess, promote, or take action for
only one site at a time, whence ∀a ∈ Vagents,deg(a) ≤ 1.

Graph Dynamics. There are multiple ways the |Vagents| agents can be con-
nected to the |Vsites| sites. A specific graph is called a configuration and is denoted
by x, and Gt denotes a time-indexed random variable of possible configurations.
Graph dynamics model how agents transition between site-oriented and site-
agnostic states. A transition from a site-agnostic state to a site-oriented state is
represented by adding an edge, and vice versa by deleting an edge.

Adding (removing) a graph edge between an agent and a site is called attach-
ment (detachment). The probabilities of attachment or detachment abstractly
encode the nondeterminism in transitions between site-oriented and site-agnostic
states. These probabilities induce a random process that maps one graph to an-
other, Gt → Gt+1. Gt and Gt+1 can differ in at most two edges because attach-
ment and detachment are independent and only affect one edge at a time. Time
steps abstractly represent individual agent transitions between a site-oriented
and a site-agnostic state rather than real-time estimates of colony behavior.

4 Attachment and Detachment Probabilities

This section uses patterns from biology to motivate attachment and detachment
processes. Let A and R denote Attachment and Detachment random variables,
respectively1.

4.1 Attachment Probability

First, an agent a is selected with uniform probability 1
|Vagents| . If deg(a) > 0, the

agent is already attached to a site, so no edge is added. Second, an edge (a, s)
is potentially added using an attachment process below.

1 R denotes edge removal/detachment so that D can be used to denote degree.
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Motivation for Attachment Processes. Biological models of the best-of-
N problem suggest that agents are more likely to connect to popular sites.

– The probability that an observing honeybee will be recruited to a site grows
with the number of honeybees dancing for the site [41]

– The amount of attraction pheromone deposited on a trail grows with the
number of ants following the trail [12]

– “[T]he number of nestmates [an ant] encounter[s] ... [acts] as a stimulus to
switch ... to recruitment by carrying ... nestmates to a new nest” [14]

– Encountering more returning foragers stimulate more ants to forage [20].

Agents can vary in their ideal group size, which means that popularity-based
aggregation can be modulated by individual preferences.

– The probability of a Holocnemus pluchei spider staying or leaving a shared
web depends on how large and well fed the spider is [23].

– The group sizes of large mammalian herbivores might be affected by indi-
vidual preferences [13, 17].

– Group formation models assume that individuals have sociality thresholds [5].
– Localized interactions can cause fish to differ in whether they join a shoal [21].
– Some ants prefer risky exploration to joining a majority [22].

Baseline Attachment. Given agent a, a site s is chosen with uniform prob-
ability 1

|Vsites| and an edge (a, s) is formed. This baseline provides insight into

clustering driven solely by the detachment process.
Nominal Attachment. Popularity-based networks are well-modeled by pref-

erential attachment [2][44, ch. 2]. Thus, nominal attachment probabilistically
favors sites with higher degree.

Select Degree. There can be several different sites with the same degree. Let
Deg(xt) = {d : ∃s ∈ Vsites for which deg(s) = d}, be the set of unique degrees
in configuration xt. The monotonic function f(d,Gt) = d+ 1/|Deg(xt)| encodes
two factors that govern the probability that a degree is chosen: (1) higher degree
sites should induce more agents to attach, and (2) sites with zero degrees should
have a non-zero probability of attachment so that new sites can be “discovered”.
The probability of selecting a degree is obtained by sampling from the set deg(G)
obtained by normalizing f(·), yielding PD|Gt

(d|xt) = f(d)/
[∑

d′∈Deg(xt)
f(d′)

]
,

where D denotes the degree random variable
Select Site. Given the degree, a site is chosen with uniform probability from

sites with that degree, PS|D(s|d, xt) = 1/|{s′ : deg(s′) = d}|. The probability of
sampling site s given the graph is derived using the chain rule and marginalizing,

PS|Gt
(s|xt) =

∑
d

PS|D,Gt
(s|d, xt)PD|Gt

(d|xt) =
PD|Gt

(deg(s)|xt)
|{s′ : deg(s′) = deg(s)}|

. (1)

Add Edge. Let E denote the “add edge” random variable. No edge is added
if the randomly selected agent is already attached. An edge is added to an
unattached agent using the product of Eq. (1) and the uniform probability of

selecting the agent, yielding PE|Gt
[(a, s)|xt] =

PD|Gt
(deg(s)|xt)

|Vagents|·|{s′:deg(s′)=deg(s)}| .
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Saturated Degree Attachment. A variation of preferential attachment
attaches agents to sites with probability (a) linearly proportional to the site’s
degree up to a specified saturation degree, dsat, and (b) zero if deg(s) > dsat. This
saturated attachment process uses the Select Site and Add Edge probabilities
from the nominal attachment process, but uses the Select Degree probability,

PD|Gt
(d|xt) =

{
f(d)∑

d′∈Deg(xt),d
′≤dsat f(d′)

, d ≤ dsat

0, otherwise
(2)

Preferred Degree Attachment. Variations of preferential attachment also
allow individual agents to prefer different site degrees. Let d∗i denote the preferred
degree for agent ai, and let ∆ij = |d∗i − deg(sj)| denote the difference between
agent ai’s preferred degree and the degree of site sj . When agents are allowed a
degree preference, all agents may prefer the same degree (homogeneous) in which
case ∀i d∗i = d∗, or agents may prefer different degrees (heterogeneous). Section 5
specifies parameters for homogeneous and heterogeneous degree preferences.

Select Site. The monotonically decreasing function f(∆ij) = 1/(1 +∆2
ij)

favors sites with degree close to the preferred degree. Normalizing yields

PS|Gt
(sj |xt) =

f(∆ij)∑
j f(∆ij)

. (3)

Add Edge. As before, no edge is added if the agent is already attached. An
edge is added to an unattached agent using the product of Eq. (3) and the

uniform agent selection probability, yielding PE|Gt
[(ai, sj)|xt] =

PS|Gt
(sj |xt)

|Vagents|

4.2 Detachment Probability

Edge (a, s) ∈ E is first selected with uniform probability 1/|E|. Second, the edge
is removed using a detachment process from below.

Motivation for Detachment Processes. Biological models suggest that
individual agents persist longer in states that favor higher quality sites.

– The length of a waggle dance and the number of assessment runs made by
a honeybee is higher for high quality sites than low quality sites [41]

– Ants deposit more pheromone on returning from high quality foraging sites,
creating trails that persist longer [12].

Quality-based detachment processes can exhibit individual preferences.

– Ants can have different grain size preference when building a nest [1].
– Birds can have different sugar preferences for nectar [29].

Baseline Detachment. An edge (a, s) randomly selected from the edge set
is removed from the edge set with fixed probability 1/20. This value was subjec-
tively set so that edges are probably not removed immediately after creation.

Nominal Detachment. Recall that qual(s) ∈ [0, 1]. The probability of
removing (a, s) decreases with site quality, PR|Gt

[(a, s)|xt] = (1− qual(s)) /|E|.
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Detachment with Quality Preferences. Individual agents may have pref-
erences for different site qualities. Thus, we differentiate between the objective
quality of a site, qual(sj) and the variations in the subjective site quality q∗i ,
for agent ai.The difference between the objective and subjective site qualities,
δij = qual(sj)− q∗i , abstracts the differences in how agents assess site quality.

Homogeneous detachment experiments, where ∀i q∗i = q∗ = 1, are omitted
because they are equivalent to nominal attachment.

Heterogeneous preferences mean that individual agents subjectively prefer
sites of different qualities. The edge removal probability is defined as

PR|Gt
[(ai, sj)|xt] =

{
1−δij
|E| if δij ≥ 0

0.25 otherwise
. (4)

The probability of removing an edge is minimum when the objective quality is
close to the subjective quality. When objective quality is less than the subjective
preference, Eq. (4) assigns a uniform probability of detachment. Parameters for
heterogeneous quality preferences are given in Section 5.

5 Methods

Twenty Agents and Five Sites. Pilot experiments indicated that 20 agents
and 5 sites reasonably represent a range of larger colonies.

Twenty Trials and Runs. A single run consists of using one set of param-
eters from the cases in Table 1 and running the graph based simulation for 700
time steps. A trial is 20 runs with the same parameters. An experiment (or each
case) consists of 20 trials with the same parameters. Multiple trials generate
mean and interquartile range estimates for success probability. The initial graph
configuration had no agent-site connections.

Quality Distributions. The probability of converging to a successful con-
figuration depends on the objective site qualities. Linear, exponential, and sub-
linear distributions of quality represent many resource allocation problems [15],
problems finding the most influential nodes in a social network [30], and prob-
lems like foraging [43], respectively. These distributions are subjectively cho-
sen as qlin = θ, qexp = e5(θ−1), and qsub = (θ1/2)/2, respectively, where
θ = [0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9] is a parameter vector.

Experiment Conditions. Five attachment conditions (random, nominal,
homogeneous, heterogeneous, and saturation), three detachment conditions (ran-
dom, nominal, and heterogeneous), and three site quality distributions (linear,
exponential, sublinear) were used. Note that random detachment ignores site
quality. All combinations were considered, but results are shown only for in-

teresting conditions. For homogeneous attachment d∗ =
|Vagents|

2 = 10, for het-
erogeneous attachment the d∗i ’s were independently sampled from N (10, 2), for
saturation dsat = 10, and for heterogeneous detachment the q∗i ’s were indepen-
dently sampled from N (1, 0.05). The same set of d∗i , q

∗
i and dsat were used for

each sample run within each trial set.
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6 Results

Results are shown in Table 1. The first column is a reference number denoted
case. Lines between rows and the daggers indicate comparison groups. The sec-
ond column specifies the attachment, detachment, and quality conditions. The
third column shows the sample mean and interquartile range for the probability
of finding a successful configuration as a function of time. The plurality rule in
these figures breaks ties in favor of the best site. A successful configuration is one
in which more agents are connected to the site with highest objective quality
than any other site. In all the figures, the brief initial high success rate is an
artifact of ranking sites when no agents are attached.

The fourth column (Ratio of Sites) shows a stacked bar graph that indicates
how often each site had the highest number of agents attached to it at the end of
each set and trial. The top bar indicates the site with highest objective quality,
the second bar indicates the site with second highest quality, and so on. The
width of the bar is the percentage of time that site has the largest number of
agents attached at the end of each simulation run. When there are multiple sites
that tie for the most numbers of edges, the tie is broken in favor of the lowest
quality site; this is done to present a conservative representation of ranking that
balances the tie-breaker used in the average success plots. Case 9 shows two
bars which show the percentage of time sites are ranked first (left stack) or
second (right stack). The key to the stacked bar graphs is given in the first row.
Objective site qualities are ranked q(s4) > q(s3) > . . . > q(s0).

The fifth column shows typical graph configuration at the end of a simulation
run, when showing the example is helpful. The monochromatic vertices in the
upper left represent agents, and the colormapped vertices represent sites.

Baseline: Cases 1-2. Random attachment and detachment results (not
shown in the table) are typified by the following: Each site is equally likely to be
chosen as the best solution which means that the highest quality site is chosen
about 1/5 of the time, the site chosen as best changes often over time, and
a typical configuration has very few edges. Nominal attachment and random
detachment in Case 1 show a similar pattern, where each site is equally likely to
be chosen as the best-of-N solution and the highest quality site is chosen 1/5 of
the time. Unlike random attachment/detachment, the site that is chosen under
nominal attachment rarely changes after the first 100 time steps. The example
configuration shows that popularity-based attachment causes many agents to
cluster around a common site regardless of the site’s quality.

Random attachment and nominal detachment in Case 2 show the following:
the highest quality site is chosen more than 50% of the time because agents
persist at the highest quality site longer than at other sites. However, clusters
are small, as illustrated by the example configuration, making it difficult for the
best site to “hold onto” agents for a long time. Linear and sublinear quality dis-
tributions decrease the success probability compared to the exponential quality
distribution because there is less difference between site qualities.

Effect of Quality: Cases 3-5. Nominal (popularity-based) attachment and
nominal (quality-based) detachment exhibit the following: The first or second
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Case Att, Det, Qual Success Ratio of sites Example
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Table 1: Results for different attachment (Att), detachment (Det), and quality
distributions (Qual). Success probability over time, ratio of sites ranked as first,
and example final graph configurations are shown.
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highest quality sites are most likely chosen as the best-of-N solution, and the
chosen site rarely changes after 100 iterations. The typical configuration shows
that many agents cluster at the highest quality site. Comparing Cases 3-5 reveals
that the type of quality distribution affects success. When the distance between
site qualities is low (linear/sublinear), quality-based persistence is less effective,
making other sites more likely to be chosen. Importantly, the red band in the
stacked bar chart indicates that the second highest quality site is often chosen
when two sites have nearly equal quality.

Effect of Heterogeneity: Cases 5†-8†. Comparing Case 5, which has nom-
inal attachment, to Case 6, which has homogeneous attachment, appears to show
that homogeneity decreases the success probability. It is not homogeneity per se
that is responsible for the differences in these cases since all agents in the nom-
inal attachment condition behave the same. Rather, the difference is that the
probability of attachment under homogeneous attachment increases as degree
increases until it reached d∗ = |Vagents|/2 = 10, but when more than 10 agents
are attached to a site the probability of a new agent attaching to it decreases. By
contrast, the nominal attachment probability grows linearly with degree. This
results in lower average success rates under homogeneous attachment because it
is easier for the probabilistic dynamics to induce switches between configurations
that are constrained in their popularity.

Case 7 shows that heterogeneous agents are more likely than homogeneous
agents to select the highest quality site. This is because there is a chance that
agents will prefer sites with degree d∗i > |Vagents|/2 = 10. This allows more
agents to be attracted to more popular sites provided that agents who prefer
less popular sites attach first and then stay attached due to the persistence
of high quality sites. Case 8, which uses both heterogeneous attachment and
detachment, shows that the highest quality site is selected less frequently than
Case 7 (note the larger blue, orange, and green bands in the bar graph). Agents
that subjectively prefer sites with lower objective quality persist longer at those
sites while popularity-based attachment recruits other agents to the site.

Best-M-of-N: Cases 3,4,8,9. Case 9 indicates that saturating the effect of
popularity causes agents to attach to other sites. As illustrated in the example
configuration and the stacked bar chart, agents are likely to form a second cluster
around the second highest quality site. In effect, popularity-based clustering is
divided across multiple possible sites, allowing quality-based persistence to divide
agents among the two best sites. Indeed, two stacked bar charts indicate that the
two objectively highest quality sites are almost always selected as the best-two-
of-N solutions. Note that an exponential distribution decreases the probability of
selecting the second highest quality site because relative persistence at that site is
lower, and a sublinear distribution increases the relative persistence at the second
highest quality site. Cases 3,4,8,9 all exhibit a division of agent clusters around
multiple sites. These suggest that algorithms that successfully solve the best-
M-of-N will perform best when the algorithm includes some form of saturation,
degree preference, and heterogeneity. Moreover, best-M-of-N might be easier to
solve when when distances between site qualities are small.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

A graph-based abstraction of a hub-based colony can plausibly be used to solve
the best-of-N problem. Moreover, degree-based preferential attachment com-
bined with quality-based detachment appear sufficient for solving the problem.
A colony is more likely to successfully solve the best-M-of-N problem when
popularity-based saturation and agent heterogeneity are added to the algorithm.

Future work includes (a) modeling how configurations will evolve in real-
time, (b) exploring the effects of noisy estimates of popularity and quality on
the likelihood of finding the best solution, (c) finding useful blends of quality,
popularity, and other environment information (e.g., site distance) in both at-
tachment and detachment processes, (d) modeling existing agent-based models
so that abstract analyses of these models can be performed, and (e) developing
formal analysis tools for the graph random process to establish theoretical colony
properties.
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